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If you live in Virginia, you'll find that the weather, for the most part, is mild. However, the area still
has its share of snowstorms, hurricanes, and even the occasional twister. One particular way to
prepare for these catastrophes is to put in Mastic or Alcoa vinyl exterior siding on your home.

These brands have been making innovations in vinyl exterior siding since 1959. Mastic and Alcoa
merged in 1989 so that both companies now have a larger scope in the home siding market. In
2009, all their goods came under the "Mastic" brand. Standard Mastic vinyl siding is defined by its
similarity to wood. Around a fourth of United States homes use Mastic vinyl siding, for a number of
reasons, a couple of which are listed below:

Charm

Need to give a natural effect to your home without shelling out a lot of cash on real wood? Purchase
something like Mastic vinyl house siding, which will make your residence look as though it's covered
in genuine cedar shingles, amongst other types of wood. Like a lot of vinyl sidings, these come in a
large selection of colours, so you have lots of options.

Ease of Installation

If you're a do-it-yourself person, this exterior siding is ideal for you. Mastic vinyl house sidings have
a nailing flange along the top and interlocking flanges at the bottom, so it's quite effortless to identify
which part goes where. You only need a nail hole punch, snap-lock punch, and an unlocking tool to
assist you. When installing these house sidings, you only need to remember that vinyl usually tends
to expand or contract, depending on surrounding temps.

Outstanding Protection

Mastic siding Arlington Virginia houses use can endure winds of up to 160 miles per hour, making it
right for standing up to those Virginia storms. Furthermore, you can relax knowing that this house
siding lowers outside sounds by 50 percent. It can also keep you warm during the winter months,
since this siding can reduce the heat energy that leaves your house by 25 percent. All of these
characteristics can be credited to the blend of an unique compound and foam.

Financial Perks

At first glance, Mastic siding Fairfax Virginia citizens rely on might seem costly. However,
considering its resilience and all the advantages specified above, you'll feel that every dollar you
invested is truly worth it. Likewise, you'll get an increase in your residence's resale value due to the
improvement in your home's overall quality because of these home sidings.

If you're seeking a good product for siding Northern Virginia homes, look no more than Mastic or
Alcoa. Select this siding, and you may see the distinction in your residence's appearance,
protection, and resale value. For details on washing Alcoa house siding, read
ehow.com/how_7866498_clean-alcoa-vinyl-siding.html.
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